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https://www.lettoysbetoys.org.uk/thats-for-girls-and-thats-for-boys/https://sociologyinfocus.com/target-toys-and-gender-how-much-do-words-matter-2/
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Gender stereotypes are common beliefs and social 
expectations associated with specific genders 

Naomi Ellemers. 2018. Gender stereotypes. Annual review of psychology 69 (2018), 275–298 3



Behavioral norm SkillsGender Roles

Impact of early childhood exposure of gender stereotypes
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ResearchSocial Campaigns

This is a serious problem!
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What are we missing?
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IR for Children Bias and Fairness in IR systems
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Goal

Identify how gender-stereotypes may appear in 
query suggestions and search results when 
searching for kids’ products in e-commerce sites
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Contribution

Preliminary methods to quantify gender associations with children’s 
products in query suggestions and search results in e-commerce 
settings

An aggregated list of gender-stereotyped kids’ products

Identify the potential existence of gender stereotypes
in query suggestions and search results of search engines, across 
multiple e-commerce systems, showing the importance of 
attending to this problem
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Boys toy vehicles; military toys; race cars; outer space toys; 
construction toys; car toys; video games; building blocks; 
dinosaur toys; lego cars; lego toys; depots; machines; 
doll-humanoid; action figures…

Girls doll; domestic toys; educational art; clothes; dollhouses; 
clothing accessories; doll accessories; furnishing; ballerina 
costume; barbie costume; barbie doll; barbie jeep; play 
makeup…

Neutral toy animals; educational teaching; musical games; 
games; books; live animals; candy land; winnie the 
pooh; karaoke machine; elmo; gardening tools; crayons; 
doctor kit; tricycle…

Research Papers

Campaigns

List of Gender-stereotyped Kids’ products
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Data Collection

Seed Toys
● Previously-documented gender-stereotyped item list

E-commerce Sites

● Amazon
● Target
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Data Collection (query suggestions)

Query: <item> for SEARCH

334 Query 
Suggestions sets

fake-useragent
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Data ColLection (Search Results)
Query: <item> for gender SEARCH

Title of Search Results

selenium
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Do query suggestions reflect gender stereotypes 
associated with children’s products?

Determining System Label
1. Scoring Item: Count the number of times  gender terms appeared in the query suggestion 
2. Measure the difference between boy score and girl score 
3. Generated a list of system specific gendered products

1. Boys_score(5)> Girls_score(0)
2. Item is labeled as “for boys”
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→Do e-commerce search systems associate gender 
with children’s products in query suggestions?

→Do e-commerce search systems replicate stereotypes 
associated with children’s products through query 
suggestions?

● Jaccard similarity with previously documented list

→Does the prevalence of gender stereotypes vary 
between query suggestions of different systems?
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Key Findings

E-commerce search systems frequently target gender 
for children’s items through query suggestions.

Gender stereotypes associated with 
children’s products persist in search 
systems in e-commerce settings to at least 
some extent

Pre-documented Stereotype
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Do search results manifest gender stereotypes associated
with children’s products?

How do search results show stereotypical responses to the gender mentioned in the query?

● Extract keywords by analyzing retrieved results using NLTK packages
● Identified unique terms that are commonly associated with gender
● “toys for boys” →“truck”, “car”, “airplane”, “arrow”, etc.
● “toys for girls” → “princess”, “makeup”, “doll”, etc
● Observed clear distinctions between genders which reflect the gender-stereotyped categorization 

of products in previous studies.
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Do search results manifest gender stereotypes associated
with children’s products?

Do e-commerce search systems associate items with genders through search results?

● Considered both gender-specific and gender-neutral query
● Compared the gender-targeted search results with gender-neutral search results
● Jaccard-similarity between results
● Generate gender label for items based on similarity score

dolls for girls dolls for kids dolls for boys
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Do search results manifest gender stereotypes associated
with children’s products?

Do e-commerce search systems associate items with genders through search results?
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Key findings

For the same item, retrieved results change 
with the presence of gender in the query

Products are often associated with 
gender stereotyped keywords

blue

car

dinosaur fire

ball

action

nerf fashion

pink

princess

baby

doll

unicorn

magic
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Summary
● Provided initial evidence that search systems can propagate 

stereotypical gender associations into search results and query 
suggestions particularly for children’s products

● Need to investigate if and how gender stereotypes manifest in 
e-commerce systems considering
○ Broader product collection
○ Using actual queries from children
○ User studies to understand perspective of parents and 

teachers
○ Product image and other contents
○ Recommendations
○ More e-commerce search systems
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Research agenda

01.

02.

03.

Measure the presence 
measurement

Eliminate gender stereotypes

impact
Identify the sources

cause

04.
Effect on both children

Mitigation
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